… And that has made
all of the difference.
Robert Frost
As far back as one can recollect, our lives have
intersected with “Crosaires”, Gaelic word for
crossroads.
While some experiences had us make lifealtering decisions that were joyous in nature;
others were rooted in pain and sadness. Yet
through the years, it has been these and all of
life’s powerful experiences that molded us into
the person we are today. Many stories were
shared at the crossroads of life, we are ready to
share our story, and in time, hope to learn yours
too.
At Crosaires we are aware that the only
constant in life is change. We understand that
as we age such changes will again find us
standing and facing additional crossroads,
sometimes not knowing which path to choose.
We will stand by you.
At Crosaireswe also understand that how one
approaches future experiences will determine
how they will live out the remainder of their
life. Through aperson-directed delivery of care
approach our goal is to utilize the art of active
listening all while honoring the voices and
choices of the people who live in this unique
residence.

Todd Walter, MSW, owner and administrator
of Crosaireshas more than 19 years of
experience in serving older adults and is
viewed as a leader in progressive eldercare
advocacy projects in the state of Michigan.
Todd leads a team of individuals committed in
providing high quality, person-directed care in
a safe, highly supportive and dignified culture
where elders continue to grow thus sustaining
meaningful, productive lives.

Two roads diverged in
a wood, and I…
I took the one less
traveled by…

Definition of an Elder…
An Elder is a person still growing,still a
learner, still with potential and whose
life continues to have within it promise
for, and connection to the future. An
elder is still in pursuit of happiness, joy
and pleasure, and her and his birthright
to these remains intact. Moreover, an
Elder is a person who deserves respect
and honor and whose work it is to
synthesize wisdom from long life
experiences and formulate this into a
legacy for future generations.
The Live Oak Insitute/Barry Barkan

Please contact us at
517-898-1715
toddw@crosaires.com
www.crosaires.comor on

Crosaires

Where Care and Community Intersect
An Aging in Community Residence

Features of Monthly Rent Include
Crosaires is a state licensed private residence which
provides home to no more than six (6) individuals
who may require any and all assistance with
activities of daily living.Ongoing, each individual
iscarefully assessed in order to determine the
amount of care and assistance required all with the
goal to maximize one’s independence.

Crosairesprovidestreatment as well as
individualized care. Treatment defined as meeting
the medical needs of an individual; care defined as
exploring any and all opportunities to assist another
in continuing to grow throughout the human life
cycle.

Crosaires offers additionalon-site medical treatment
and care assistance from other licensed providers
and organizations such as physicians, podiatrist,
pharmacist, pharmaceutical, durable medical
equipment, and outpatient therapy services.

Honor is a way of expressing the
sacred in a human being. Why do we
care for the old and frail? Why do we
honor them? We do it because we
can see through the withered husk of
the body. We can see the human
spirit still pure, still complete and still
beautiful. When we commit
ourselves to the work of caring for
that person, we honor the true
essence of that human being.
Dr. William Thomas-The Eden Alternative

Continuously growing and
sustaining a culture of well-being
rich in meaning and purpose
through the development of
individual and community
relationships.
At Crosaireswe believe that each individual
shall live a fully integrated life and if desired
be given ampleopportunities to remain a vital
part of and engaged not only within
theresidence but within the greater
Williamston or community of choice.
At Crosairesweremain committed in
developing ongoing individual and community
relationships and through these relationships,
individual tailored experiences will be created
filled with meaning andpurpose thus
enhancing the lives of the individual and those
around them.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

{Business Card Here}

24-hour supervision
Licensed Practical Nurse on staff
Medication reminders/administration including
injections
Health monitoring including blood pressure,
blood sugar, weight, etc.
Assistance with any and all activities of daily
living, including bathing, dressing, toileting,
etc.
Private rooms and the opportunity to
personalize residence through the selection of
paint color, etc.
Telephone service
Expanded cable television
Computer/Internet access
Tailored individual and group recreational
programs, rich in meaning and purpose.
Community connections/recreational outings
One set rate for all levels of assistance needed
Daily housekeeping
Daily laundry
Incontinence supplies
Personal supplies including toothpaste,
shampoo, deodorant, etc.
Ecclesiastical
Home cooked meals and snacks – therapeutic
diets per order by a physician
Guest meals (suggested donation only)
Pets
Respite Care

Those living at Crosaireswill also have access to inhome medical and other such services either at an
additional cost or covered partially or in whole through
individual insurances:
•
•
•
•

Lab services
X-rays
Ultrasound
EKG

